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=======================================================================
From: EZCSU@aol.com
Date: Wed May 15 04:15:12 EDT 2002
Subject: re: p2p

Is anyone Using Kazaa or E-donkey? It would be cool to share manuals, turbo 
music, old TurboPlay magazines, old school EGM game review, etc. The 
possibilities are endless. So who is using it and who wants to? Imagine a 
server dedicated to TurboGrafx.....

Erik

--- Turbo List Information ---------------------------------------------
For the complete list of all PCEngine/Turbo games ever released (includes
titles and catalog information), be sure to check out pce.complete.catalog
available from the Turbo List Fileserver.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: jack@threeindians.com
Date: Wed May 15 07:06:21 EDT 2002
Subject: Re: p2p

On Wed, 15 May 2002 04:15:12 -0400, EZCSU@aol.com  wrote:

 > Imagine a server dedicated to TurboGrafx.....

I'd be glad to set up a FTP server if someone has some content to upload.
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: darkman@darkcityproductions.com
Date: Wed May 15 21:26:38 EDT 2002
Subject: Cleaning your Duo's CD Lens

So I bought a "Cd Lens Cleaner," you know... those cds with the micro 
brushes on it that clean the lens (or at least claim it).  I know for a 
fact that those VHS cleaning tapes are BAD (you know, the ones that you put 
a drop of "solution" on a little fabric tape), because they are "abrasive." 
I have been told this by a VCR repair guy before, and happen to agree with him.

Ohh, back to the Topic. Of course the CD Lens Cleaner does not have and 
solution (that would be bad) but it does have little brushes... So the 
question is, is this safe to use on my Duo?  It claims to be for CD players 
and DVD players, but you know.. the Duo is "different."

DarkMan @ www.darkcityproductions.com
PC Engine & other stuff.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: MCalvert1@aol.com
Date: Wed May 15 21:52:22 EDT 2002
Subject: Re: Cleaning your Duo's CD Lens

 >  So the 
 >   question is, is this safe to use on my Duo?  It claims to be for CD 
players 
 >   and DVD players, but you know.. the Duo is "different."

I used one of those things on my duo once.  Didn't seem to do any harm, but 
it sounded harsher than I thought it would, so I never used it again.  And 
now my duo appears dead.  (unrelated matter).

MjC

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
From: DieHardOrg@aol.com
Date: Thu May 16 01:41:13 EDT 2002
Subject: Help with PC-FX & Duo Tech Spec's
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     I'm trying to compile a system dex that covers what kind of 
processor a system used, RAM, co-processors, sound chips, etc., but I 
came to a brick wall when I got to the Duo and PC-FX.  Either I 
couldn't find any information on the PC-FX, or there were so many 
conflicting tech spreads on the Duo that I decided to beg for some help 
here with what's under the hood of these two systems.  What I need is 
this: 
Release Year:
Processor:
Speed of Processor:
Co-Processor:
Graphical Effects:
Development Code Name (before it was released):
ROM (size of OS basically):
RAM (main and video, sound):
Colors (possible & simultaneous):
Sound Processor & Channels:

The PC-FX I'm completely clueless on, and as I mentioned, the Duo is 
extremely tricky since nobody seems to agree on what's under the hood, 
like if the system has 64k RAM, plus the additional 128k CD cache, plus 
the Super CD's 256k.  Any help here would be very much appreciated. =) 
Later.

--- Turbo List Information ---------------------------------------------
You can subscribe to and unsubscribe from the Turbo List through the WWW
interface.  Access http://joyce.eng.yale.edu/~bt/turbo/subscribe.html 
for all the details.
------------------------------------------------------------------------

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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